
Coco Quinn's Age Today: How Old is the Young 
Dancer and Social Media Star? 
 

Coco Quinn is a young dancer and social media sensation who has captured the hearts 

of millions of fans around the world. As her popularity continues to soar, many people 

are curious about her age, with some wondering how old she is today. In this article, 

we'll be delving into the topic of Coco Quinn's age and exploring just how old the young 

star is today. We'll be taking a closer look at her birthday, birth year, and comparing that 

to the current year to give you an accurate answer. So, if you're a fan of Coco Quinn 

and curious about her age, read on to find out more! 

Introduction: 

Coco Quinn is a young dancer and social media star who has been making waves 

online. With her incredible talent and infectious personality, she has amassed a huge 

following on various social media platforms. Fans of Coco Quinn often wonder about 

her age and birthday, with many eager to know just how old she is today. In this article, 

we'll be answering that question and exploring some fun facts about the young star. 

Coco Quinn's Birthday: 

Coco Quinn was born on June 7, 2008, which means that as of 2023, she is 14 years 

old. She was born and raised in Newport Coast, California, and is the youngest of three 

siblings. From a very young age, Coco showed a love for dancing and began taking 

dance lessons when she was just two years old. She quickly developed a passion for 

the art form and began participating in various competitions and performances. 



Coco Quinn's Rise to Fame: 

Coco Quinn's rise to fame began when she started sharing her dance videos on social 

media platforms like TikTok and Instagram. Her infectious personality and incredible 

dance skills quickly caught the attention of fans around the world, and her following 

grew rapidly. Today, she has over 8 million followers on TikTok and over 2 million 

followers on Instagram, making her one of the most popular young stars on these 

platforms. 

Fun Facts About Coco Quinn: 

 Coco Quinn's full name is Coco Quinn Esther Hopper. 

 She has two older sisters named Kaylee and Rihanna. 

 Coco has won numerous dance competitions and awards, including the Mini 

Female Best Dancer title at the 2019 Dance Awards. 

 In addition to dancing, Coco is also an actress and has appeared in several films 

and TV shows, including "Mani" and "Chicken Girls." 

 Coco is a philanthropist and has used her platform to raise awareness and funds 

for various charitable causes. 

Conclusion: 

Coco Quinn is a talented young dancer and social media star who has captured the 

hearts of millions of fans around the world. With her incredible skills and infectious 

personality, she has become a household name in the entertainment industry. We hope 

this article has answered your question about Coco Quinn's age and given you some 



fun facts about the young star. As she continues to rise to fame, we look forward to 

seeing what the future holds for this talented young artist. 
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